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Choosing the Right Wedding Photographer 

Choosing the right photographer for your wedding is a crucial step in the wedding 

planning process. The photographs that you take home will be the visual documents that 

represent your wedding for years to come. These will be the same photos that you will 

show friends, family, and children years after the wedding. Since these photographs will 

be used to represent one of the most important days of your life, it is crucial to pick 

someone who will capture your personality and wedding best. There are a multitude of 

options available for wedding photographers. I've created this guideline to help filter 

though and choose the right photographer for your wedding. 

 

1: Price... Once you start looking at various options for photographers you will soon realize that 

there is a huge range of prices for wedding photography. Prices can range from $250 for the 

new photographer with little experience to over $10,000 for boutique photography studios. 

This is why it's important to set a budget when planning a wedding. You will be less stressed on 

the wedding day if you choose someone that is within your budget. Set your budget for 

photography and then filter through the available photographers to see which ones are within 

the budget.  

2: Products... What do you want to receive from your wedding? With the invent of digital 

imaging, wedding photographers are able to offer more (or less) products than ever before. Do 

you just want a disc of images? Do you want an album to tell the story of your wedding? Do you 

want a large canvas photo to showcase in your new home? These are questions that will have 

to ask when deciding what you want to receive from your wedding photographer. Check with 

various photographers to make sure that they offer the products that you are interested in at a 

price point that you can afford. If you do opt to receive only a disc from your photographer, 

make sure to set aside time to choose and print images from your wedding. All too often, I've 

noticed many couples intending to print their wedding images after the honeymoon only to 

forget or postpone printing indefinitely.   



3. Style... Pick a photographer that delivers images that you like. There are many different 

styles of photography, from traditional to contemporary to photojournalistic. Every 

photographer will have a certain way of seeing and capturing photos at a wedding. Look at 

various portfolios and see if the photographer is producing the types of images that you enjoy. 

Remember, the photos captured by your photographer will be the visual memories that you 

will keep and share after the wedding. One thing that I like to remind couples is to consider the 

longevity of the style of photography. Photography goes through trends much like fashion. With 

the ease of experimentation of digital imaging, photography advances through trends faster 

than ever before. Make sure that the photographer that you choose is producing images that 

you can live with for rest of your life.  

4. Personality... This is a criteria that many people don't initially consider when thinking of the 

right wedding photographer. The reason why I remind people to think about the personality is 

because the photographer can spend more time with you on your wedding day than any other 

person. It can make for an awkward day (and awkward photos) if you hire someone that you 

don't like to follow you around with a camera on your wedding day. Make sure that you set 

aside time to meet various photographers to view their work and to see how they interact with 

you personally. 

Questions to ask your wedding photographer... 

How long have you been doing wedding photography? 

This is an important question to ask to determine how much experience someone might have at wedding 

photography. Photographers with more experience will typically work more efficiently and produce 

higher quality work (at a higher cost). 

 

Do you have a secondary shooter? 

Secondary shooters can be great to provide additional coverage and a second viewpoint for important 

events during the wedding. Make sure to discuss how much coverage you want and how much personal 

time you want at your wedding, photo fatigue is a real thing. 

 

Do you have a backup photographer? 

Backup photographers are used in rare cases when the main photographer is unable to photograph the 

wedding. Make sure that the photographer you use has a fallback photographer in case they are not 

able to attend. 

 

Do you have backup equipment? 

Much like a backup photographer, backup equipment is used when plans go awry. Make sure that the 

photographer has multiple bodies and lenses to insure the continuation of coverage regardless of 

mechanical or electronic failure.  

 



Do you have insurance?  

Some venues will require vendors to have commercial insurance policies. If the vendor does not have 

insurance, sometimes liability can fall on the client. 

 

When will I get my photos? 

Find out what  the turnaround is for the products that you will receive from your wedding photographer. 

Believe it or not, I've heard of times when photographers are more than 6 months behind in delivering 

wedding photos. Make sure that you get someone that will be able to deliver the photos and products 

back to you in a timely manner. 

 

Is there a deposit? 

Many photographers will require a deposit to hold the date. Find out how much for the deposit and when 

other payments will have to be made for the photography. 

 

Do you have a contract? 

Contracts are used to insure coverage, products, and payments between you and the photographer. 

Make sure you read and understand the entire contract before agreeing.  

 

Do you keep my images after the wedding? 

Most photographers include a digital copy of the images to the client upon completion of the wedding. 

Find out if the photographer keeps a copy of the images or if they discard them after delivery. If you do 

receive a disk from you photographer, make sure to copy it as soon as you receive it. 

  

How many photos do you deliver? 

Find out how many photos to expect from your photographer after the wedding. Some will edit and 

deliver a select few and others will give almost all of the images with minimal edits. 

 

What do you do to the photos prior to delivery? 

Find out what kind of editing the photographer will do to the photos. One thing that I like to warn 

couples about is the prospect of only receiving photos that have been edited heavily. If they only deliver 

photos that have been heavily edited with instagram-like effects applied, that will be the type of images 

that will always represent your wedding. Photography goes through trends regularly and  you want to 

make sure that not all of your images are dated by last year's trends. 

 

Can I handle my own printing or will I have to go through your business? 

Many photographers will deliver a disc with the wedding coverage. Make sure that they also give 

permission for you to handle your own printing. (Release of Rights) 

 

What do you wear at the wedding? 

There is a wide variety of clothes that you will see wedding photographers wearing. I've seen everything 

from a tuxedo to shorts and a tank top. Make sure that you go over your expectations on how they 

appear at your wedding.  


